
Five broken cars have found their way to the mechanic's workshop. Your objective is to identify and determine the speci�c

problem af�icting each car.

color: blue, green, orange, purple, red

Mechanic: Eric, Fred, Kenneth, Matthew, Stephen

Manufacturer: British, French, German, Japanese, Swedish

Problem: brake, differential, engine, muf�er, shock absorber

Type: coupe, crossover, hatchback, pickup, sedan

Matthew is repairing the car immediately to the right of

the vehicle that Kenneth is working on.

The Green vehicle is parked next to the Hatchback type

car.

The French manufacturer's car is in the fourth position.

The car that has a problem connecting the wheels to

the engine comes directly before Kenneth's project.

Fred is working on a car that is immediately after the

vehicle made by the German manufacturer.

A Hatchback type vehicle is situated at one of the

extremities.

The Red-colored car is also a German-made vehicle.

The car with an engine problem is situated between

Kenneth's project and the vehicle with a shock absorber

issue, in that order.

The Orange-colored vehicle sits somewhere between

the Crossover type and a vehicle manufactured in

Britain, in that order.

The Pickup type vehicle is experiencing a brake

problem.

The Sedan type car is somewhere between the Orange-

colored vehicle and the Coupe type car, in that order.

Somewhere to the left of the car with a Muf�er problem,

you'll �nd a Green car.

The Crossover type vehicle is parked next to the vehicle

manufactured in Sweden.

Stephen is working on a car that's somewhere to the

right of the Purple-colored vehicle.
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Five broken cars have found their way to the mechanic's workshop. Your objective is to identify and determine the speci�c

problem af�icting each car.

color: blue, green, orange, purple, red

Mechanic: Eric, Fred, Kenneth, Matthew, Stephen

Manufacturer: British, French, German, Japanese, Swedish

Problem: brake, differential, engine, muf�er, shock absorber

Type: coupe, crossover, hatchback, pickup, sedan

Matthew is repairing the car immediately to the right of

the vehicle that Kenneth is working on.

The Green vehicle is parked next to the Hatchback type

car.

The French manufacturer's car is in the fourth position.

The car that has a problem connecting the wheels to

the engine comes directly before Kenneth's project.

Fred is working on a car that is immediately after the

vehicle made by the German manufacturer.

A Hatchback type vehicle is situated at one of the

extremities.

The Red-colored car is also a German-made vehicle.

The car with an engine problem is situated between

Kenneth's project and the vehicle with a shock absorber

issue, in that order.

The Orange-colored vehicle sits somewhere between

the Crossover type and a vehicle manufactured in

Britain, in that order.

The Pickup type vehicle is experiencing a brake

problem.

The Sedan type car is somewhere between the Orange-

colored vehicle and the Coupe type car, in that order.

Somewhere to the left of the car with a Muf�er problem,

you'll �nd a Green car.

The Crossover type vehicle is parked next to the vehicle

manufactured in Sweden.

Stephen is working on a car that's somewhere to the

right of the Purple-colored vehicle.
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color purp�� orange ��d gr��n bl��

Mechanic Eric Ken��th Ma����w F��d S��p��n

Manufacturer Japa���� Swedish German F��nch British

Problem di��e��nti�� bra�� engi�� shock absorber mu����r

Type crossover pickup ��dan coupe hatchback
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